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                    Abstract
Coffee-agroforestry includes biodiversity conservation in tropical regions. The least economically valuable yet widely cultivated “robusta” coffee was studied in Panama, considering management practices and tree diversity. Fifty households were interviewed and a detailed tree census was conducted in 29 coffee plots owned by 13 households. Besides C. canephora there were 638 stems of 90 species in 41 plant families. Coffee plantings ≤ 10 years of age had higher tree diversity. With different degrees of management and original forest conditions, the coffee-agroforestry landscape was not uniform. Local vegetation was partly conserved. Farmers did not focus directly on productivity but instead emphasized flexible use and management, with moderate labor input, under changing socio-economic circumstances. Such rustic management, with attitudes and actions not governed by immediate monetary benefit, influenced biodiversity and rural life.
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Appendices
Appendix 1:The household survey and semi-structured interview guide
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                        Socioeconomic survey and semi-structured interview guide.
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                          1.3
                          
                            What are the main income source activities?

                          
                        
	
                          1.4
                          
                            Does your family receive some cash transfer program from the government?

                          
                        
	
                          1.5
                          
                            Do you have/have you have any experience of working outside the village?

                          
                        
	
                          1.6
                          
                            What kind of jobs did you have?

                          
                        
	
                          1.7
                          
                            Do you have swidden plots this year? What crops do you have?

                          
                        
	
                          1.8
                          
                            How much do you spend money per day/week as a general expense?
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                        Survey on coffee and shade management.
	
                          2.1
                          
                            How many coffee plots do you have?

                          
                        
	
                          2.2
                          
                            The total area of coffee plots.

                          
                        
	
                          2.3
                          
                            Number of lata (5-gallon bucket) harvested in the last agricultural year.

                          
                        
	
                          2.4
                          
                            For what did you spend the earned money from the coffee harvest?

                          
                        
	
                          2.5
                          
                            How often do you drink coffee?
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                        Coffee management.
	
                          3.1
                          
                            Number of annual maintenances on coffee plots.

                          
                        
	
                          3.2
                          
                            Source of the labor force for maintenance.

                          
                        
	
                          3.3
                          
                            Source of the labor force for harvest.

                          
                        
	
                          3.4
                          
                            What was the purpose to use the money gained from the coffee harvest?

                          
                        
	
                          3.5
                          
                            What resources do you obtain from coffee plots?

                          
                        
	
                          3.6
                          
                            Please name the suitable tree for shade. Why?

                          
                        
	
                          3.7
                          
                            Please name the trees that should be removed. Why?
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                        Interview guides for coffee management for 13 households.
	
                          4.1
                          
                            Who did open the plot?

                          
                        
	
                          4.2
                          
                            When did the plot be formed?

                          
                        
	
                          4.3
                          
                            What resources did you obtain in the last 1 year?

                          
                        
	
                          4.4
                          
                            What was the previous land use?

                          
                        
	
                          4.5
                          
                            Why did you choose here for the coffee plot?

                          
                        
	
                          4.6
                          
                            Do you have some resources to conserve in the plot?

                          
                        
	
                          4.7
                          
                            Which method do you use to perform the management of plots?

                          
                        
	
                          4.8
                          
                            Which variety of coffee do you have?

                          
                        


                      
                    


                Appendix 2
See Table 6.
Table 6 All species and its number of plots and stems appeared in 29 coffee plots by the age groupsFull size table
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